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Abstract
Three dimensional television (3DTV) is believed to be the future of television broadcasting that
would replace current 2D HDTV technology. Future 3DTV would bring a more life-like and visually
immersive home entertainment experience, in which users will have the freedom to navigate through the
scene to choose a different viewpoint. A desired view can be synthesized at the receiver side using depth
image-based rendering (DIBR). While this approach has many advantages, one of the key challenges in
DIBR is how to fill the holes caused by disocclusion regions and wrong depth values. In this paper, we
propose two new approaches for disocclusion removal in DIBR. Both approaches namely hierarchical
hole-filling (HHF) and depth adaptive hierarchical hole-filling eliminate the need for any smoothing or
filtering of the depth map. Both techniques use a pyramid-like approach to estimate the hole pixels from
lower resolution estimates of the 3D wrapped image. The lower resolution estimates involve a pseudo zero
canceling plus Gaussian filtering of the wrapped image. The depth adaptive HHF incorporates the depth
information to produce a higher resolution rendering around previously occluded areas. Experimental
results show that HHF and depth adaptive HHF yield virtual images and stereoscopic videos that are free
of geometric distortions and a better rendering quality both subjectively and objectively than traditional
hole-filling approaches.
Index Terms
3DTV, 3D videos, depth based rendering,video quality, view synthesis, view rendering, hierarchal
hole filling, free viewpoint television, FTV
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last few years 3D cinema has witnessed an unprecedented success. Many movies nowadays
are being recorded and/or presented in stereoscopic 3D format. This success was accompanied with
noticeable advances in stereoscopic display technologies. For these reasons, three dimensional television
(3DTV) and 3D mobile are broadly considered as the future of multimedia broadcasting that would
bring a more life-like and visually immersive experience [1]. In the future, television (TV) viewers will
have the freedom of navigating through the scene in order to choose a different viewpoint. This is also
known as free-viewpoint TV (FTV) [1]. In stereoscopic 3D videos, each individual viewpoint requires
two videos corresponding to the left and right camera views. Consequently, capturing and broadcasting
arbitrary viewpoints for FTV would require an unrealistic number of cameras, extremely complex coding,
and expensive processors. In addition, advances in 3D display technologies require a flexibility in the
number of views (autostereoscopic displays) and the ability of resizing each view to match the display
resolution. Hence, the multi-camera capture of a large number of views is not practical, the alternative
is to interpolate the intermediate views using view synthesis.
Among the techniques for view synthesis, depth image-based rendering (DIBR) [2] has drawn much
attention for generating views for FTV and 3D videos. In DIBR two or more views for 3D display can
be generated from a single 2D image and a corresponding depth map. DIBR has several advantages
including bandwidth-efficiency, interactivity by synthesizing virtual views from various view points, easy
2D to 3D switching, and computational and cost efficiency hence less cameras are needed. Moreover,
DIBR eliminates photometric asymmetries in between the two views because both are generated from the
same original image. These advantages have lead MPEG to issue a standard for coding video plus depth
format or MPEG-C part 3 [3]. With DIBR, the 3DTV system (depicted in Fig. 1) is composed of six
main components [2] [4]: (i) 3D video capturing and content generation; (ii) 3D content video coding;
(iii) transmission; (iv ) decoding the received sequences; (v ) generating virtual views; (vi) displaying the
stereoscopic images on the screen.
The synthesized views in DIBR are generated by first projecting the pixels in the reference image
back to the world coordinates using explicit geometric information form the depth map and camera
parameters, the resulting pixels in the world coordinates are then projected back to the estimated virtual
image coordinate. This process is known as 3D wrapping [5]. The 3D wrapping process may lead to
holes in the synthesized view. The holes are mostly caused by the disocclusion problem that is caused by
two primary factors: when uniform sampling in the reference image becomes non-uniform in the desired
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the 3DTV system-level architecture.

image and mostly when occluded areas in the reference image becomes visible in the virtual image.
Fig. 2 shows several examples of synthesized images immediately after 3D wrapping. The holes (black
areas) are due to disocclusion. Holes could also result from wrong depth values. As a result some image
processing or hole-filling is required to fill in these hole areas. Hole-filling is a challenging problem
because there is no information that can be derived from the depth map or the reference camera about
the real disoccluded areas.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Disocclusion: (a) Art before hole-filling (b) Aloe before hole-filling (c) Books before holefilling.

In this paper we will introduce a new hole-filling approach for DIBR. This approach requires no
preprocessing of the depth map and is referred to as Hierarchal hole-filling (HHF). HHF uses a lower
resolution estimates of the 3D wrapped image in a pyramid-like structure. The image sequences in the
pyramid is produced through a pseudo zero canceling plus Gaussian filtering of the wrapped image.
We also propose a depth adaptive HHF, which incorporates the depth information to produce a higher
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resolution rendering around previously occluded areas. We will present experimental results showing that
HHF and depth adaptive HHF yield virtual images and stereoscopic videos that are free of any geometric
distortions and a better rendering quality both subjectively and objectively than traditional hole-filling
approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we will review the existing approaches
in hole filling for DIBR. View synthesis is presented in Section III. HHF and depth adaptive HHF are
presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Experimental results are shown in Sections VI.
Finally, discussions and conclusion are given in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A number of techniques has been proposed in the literature for hole-filling. In [6] a two-step approach
was proposed for hole-filling (see Fig. 3). The first step is to smoothen the depth map using a symmetric
Gaussian filter because a depth image with horizontal sharp transition would result in big holes after
warping. Depth map filtering will smoothen sharp transitions so as to reduce the size of big holes after
wrapping. The second step is to fill the remaining holes using an average filter. The problem with this
approach is that the preprocessing of the depth map through smoothing results in geometric distortions
in the form of rubber sheet artifact [7] as shown in Figure 4.

Colored Image

Depth Map

Depth Map
Preprocessing

3D Image
Wrapping

Hole
Filling

Fig. 3: Hole-filling with depth map smoothing.

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the geometric distortions resulting from depth map
smoothing. Zhang et al. [8] proposed using an asymmetric Gaussian filter to reduce the artifacts. The
drawback of this approach is that it changes the original depth values resulting in a loss in depth cues
after wrapping. Edge-based smoothing was also proposed as a solution [9] [10] to smooth the horizontal
edges only. Distance dependent smoothing was also proposed in [11]. These approaches increase the
computational complexity and the images still suffer from geometric distortions and losses in depth cues.
In [12], a non-hole filling approach was proposed in which the disparity values are mapped into distance
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Fig. 4: Geometric distortion in a virtual image as a result of depth map filtering.

values for which the 3D wrapping would result in a hole-free synthesized image. The problem with the
proposed model is that the resulting synthesized view is not exactly the same intended from 3D wrapping
and the disparity in the synthesized image is almost zero.
View blending has also been used for hole-filling [4] [13]. This approach require more than one view
for blending, however this require double the computational and capturing resources.
Layered depth images (LDIs) [14] have also been proposed as a solution for disocclusion removal.
LDIs allow to store more than one pair of associated color and depth values for each pixel of the original
image. The number of layers typically depends on the scene complexity as well as the required synthesis
quality. The LDIs approach, however, is computationally expensive and inefficient for video coding as
more than one color and depth value per pixel location must be transferred.
Inpainting techniques have been proposed as an alternatives for hole-filling with depth map preprocessing. Image inpainting is a technique originally introduced in [15] to recover missing texture in an image.
The fill-in is done in such a way that isophote lines arriving at the regions boundaries are completed inside
the holes. Azzari et al. [16] provided a comparative analysis of two inpainting techniques, Oliveira’s [17]
and Criminisi’s [18] for hole-filling in DIBR. The first method performs inpainting for the holes by the
iteration convolution of the holes with a weighted average kernel that only considers contributions from
the neighbor pixels. Criminisi’s method on the other hand uses a texture synthesis algorithm while giving a
higher weights for linear structures. The subjective results using both techniques have shown a very slight
improvement over the quality obtained by depth map smoothing. The resulting videos through inpainting
from both techniques suffer from severe flickering annoyance. The latter can be attributed to temporal
inconsistencies. In [19] and [20] depth based inpainting has been proposed in which the known areas of
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the foreground are replaced by background texture. Other inpainting techniques include Wang et al.’s [21]
joint disparity and texture segmentation based inpainting, and distinct disparity and texture inpainting [22].
PatchMatch [23] has also been used for image inpainting. PatchMatch uses a randomized algorithm for
quickly finding approximate nearest neighbor matches between image patches. Our subjective observations
have shown that unless the user marks the constraints properly PatchMatch cannot preserve edges and
leads to geometric distortions. In general, the inpainting techniques are computationally expensive and
may be temporally inconsistent which may lead to noise or flickering in the resulting rendered videos.
III. V IEW S YNTHESIS
In DIBR virtual views can be generated from the reference colored image and the corresponding depth
map using 3D wrapping. The 3D wrapping technique introduced in [5] allows mapping of a pixel at
the reference view to a corresponding pixel at the virtual view at a desired location by first projecting
the pixels at the reference view into the world coordinates as illustrated in Fig. 5 and then sampling the
world coordinates from the view point corresponding to the virtual view.

Z

Zc

h

h

Fr

Fv

B

Cr

Cv

X

Fig. 5: Camera setup for DIBR.
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Consider a reference camera Cr and a virtual camera Cv as shown in Fig. 5. Where Fr and Fv are
the focal lengths of the reference and the virtual cameras, respectively 1 . B is the baseline distance
that separates the two cameras. Zc is the convergence distance of the two cameras axis. The horizontal
coordinates vector X v of the virtual camera as a function of the horizontal coordinate vector X r of the
reference camera is given by:

Xv = Xr + s

Fv B
+h
Z

(1)

where s = −1 when the estimated view is to the left of the reference view and s = +1 when the
estimated view is to the right of the reference view, Z is a vector of the depth values at pixel location
(xr , yr ), and h is the horizontal shift in the camera axis which can be estimated as:

h = −s

Fv B
.
Zc

(2)

In some applications the depth values is presented in terms of disparity maps. In such cases, the depth
vector Z at a certain pixel location can be obtained from disparity vector D as:

Z=

Fr b
D

(3)

where b is the original baseline distance of the stereo camera pair used in disparity calculation. The
wrapping equation can be expressed in terms of disparity as:

xv = xr + s

Fv BD
Fv B
−s
Fr b
Zc

(4)

Synthesized views using 3D wrapping may contain holes as a result of disocclusion and errors in depth
map as represented by the black regions in the examples of Fig. 2. In the next section we will present
the hierarchical hole-filling approach to recover these holes.
IV. H IERARCHICAL H OLE -F ILLING
The diagram in Fig. 6 illustrates our (HHF) approach. In this approach we produce a lower resolution
estimates of the 3D wrapped image. Producing the lower resolution estimates involve a pseudo Gaussian
plus zero canceling filtering (Reduce) of the wrapped image, the Gaussian filter only includes a non-zero
values in a 5 × 5 block. This operation is repeated as long as there are holes in the image. Then starting
1

Fr and Fv will be assumed to be equal for the rest of this paper.
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Reduce
Expand
Fill

Level 2
R2
Level 1
R1

E1

F1

Level 0
R0

E0

F0

Starting
image

HHF
image

Fig. 6: Hierarchical approach for hole-filling. Arrows marked in red refer to a Reduce operation. Arrows
marked in blue refer to an Expand operation. Arrows marked in green refer to a Fill operation. The order
of HHF processes execution from the starting image following the arrow path.

from the lowest resolution hole-free estimate, we expand it and then use the pixel values to fill in
the hole in the higher resolution image. The procedure is repeated until the image with highest resolution
is hole-free. In what follows we provide a detailed step by step explanation of our HHF algorithm:
•

Step 1: Starting with the 3D wrapped image R0 , we produce a sequence of low-passed filtered
image sequences R0 , R1 , ...,RN using a pseudo Gaussian plus zero elimination filtering operation
(Reduce). R1 is a reduced version of R0 in which the resolution, sample density and the holes are
decreased. Similarly, R2 is formed as a reduced version of R1 , and so on. Filtering is done through
a generating Gaussian pyramid in which the zero’s or the holes do not influence the calculations.
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The Reduce operation is further explained in the next subsection. The number of reduced images is
dependent on the size of the holes. The image should be reduced as long as there are visible holes
in the image. In practice we found that N = 3 is sufficient to achieve that goal for high-definition
resolution.
•

Step 2: Starting from the most reduced hole-free image RN we apply an Expand operation to get a
interpolated image EN −1 of a size equal to RN −1 ’s size. Expand operation is defined as a reverse
of the Reduce operation. Expand operation is further explained in subsection IV-B.

•

Step 3: Fill in the holes in RN −1 by replacing them by the corresponding pixel in EN −1 . The
resulting HHF image is FN −1 . Fill operation is further explained in subsection IV-C.

•

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 with FN −1 , FN −2 ...F0 now being the starting image.

A. Reduce
The Reduce operation performs a 5 × 5 averaging filter to produce a down-sampled images as in [24],
however the averaging is only done over the non-zero values in the sliding window. Each value within
image R1 is computed as a weighted average of over the non-zero values in R0 within a 5 × 5 window.
The only exception is when all the values in the window are all zeros then the Reduce will result in a
zero value. Each value within R2 is then obtained from values within R1 by applying the same pattern
of weights. The process will eventually end up gradually reducing the number of holes as we proceed
from Rk to Rk+1 for 0 < k < N − 1. A 5 × 5 filter size provides adequate filtering at low computational
cost. Letting R0 be the original image then R1 and Rk+1 in general are computed using the following
relation:

Rk+1 = Reduce(Rk )

(5)

For each pixel [m, n] in Rk+1 we define Am,n as the 5 × 5 matrix:


Am,n =
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Rk [2m + 1, 2n + 1], ..... Rk [2m + 1, 2n + 5] 


Rk [2m + 2, 2n + 1], ..... Rk [2m + 2, 2n + 5] 



Rk [2m + 3, 2n + 1], ..... Rk [2m + 3, 2n + 5] 




Rk [2m + 4, 2n + 1], ..... Rk [2m + 4, 2n + 5] 




(6)

Rk [2m + 5, 2n + 1], ..... Rk [2m + 5, 2n + 5]
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We define nz(Am,n ) as the number of non-zeros in matrix Am,n and w as the 5 × 5 Gaussian kernel.
Then, the Reduce operation translates to:

Rk+1 [m, n] =

 5 5
XX



w[i, j]Am,n [i, j],




i=1 j=1



5 X
5

 X

if nz(Am,n ) = 25

Am,n [i, j]


i=1 j=1




nz(A)






 0,

,

(7)
if nz(Am,n ) < 25
if nz(Am,n ) = 0

B. Expand
The Expand operation is a linear interpolation defined for k > 0 as follows [24]:
Ek = Expand(Ek+1 )

(8)

For a pixel [m, n] Expand translates to:

Ek [m, n] = 4

2
2
X
X

Ek+1 [

i=−2 j=−2

where only terms for which

2m+i
2

and

2n+j
2

2m + i 2n + j
,
]
2
2

(9)

are integers contribute to the sum.

C. Fill
The Fill operation replaces the holes in a reduced image by the expanded hole-free version and is
defined for a pair Rk and Ek as follows:
Fk = F ill(Rk , Ek )

(10)

For a pixel [m, n] Fill translates to:

Fk [m, n] =



 Ek [m, n],


 R [m, n],
k

if Rk [m, n] = 0
(11)
Otherwise

Figure 7 shows a set of wrapped virtual images before and after applying HHF. In these three examples
the disocclusion in the wrapped images is totally eliminated as a result of applying HHF and no further
hole-filling is required. The results show that HHF also eliminates the noise resulting from ”bad” pixels
in the depth map.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 7: (a) Art after 3D wrapping (b) Art after HHF (c) Aloe after 3D wrapping (d) Aloe after HHF
(e) Books after 3D wrapping (f) Books after HHF.
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Fig. 8: Zoomed in cut of Aloe after HHF in Fig. 7d.

HHF may introduce a slight blurry regions around previously disoccluded areas as shown in Fig. 8. Our
subjective experiments have shown that this slight blur is hardly noticeable in the synthesized stereoscopic
videos. Nevertheless, in order to avoid a possible stereoscopic visual fatigue in the next section we present
a depth adaptive HHF approach that would produce a higher resolution hole-filling.
V. D EPTH A DAPTIVE H IERARCHICAL H OLE -F ILLING
Fig. 9 shows a diagram representing our depth adaptive hierarchal hole filling approach. As a first
step the 3D wrapping is applied for both the colored image and depth map image. Then the wrapped
depth map is used to generate a depth weighted color image through the depth adaptive preprocessing
of the wrapped color image. The resulting depth processed image is then used as the starting image for
(HHF). The pixels estimated by applying HHF on the processed image are then used to fill holes in the
wrapped image. In what follows we will first explain the depth adaptive preprocessing and then we will
the explain the steps involved in HHF given the depth processed image.
1) Depth Adaptive Preprocessing: In order to enhance the resolution around the depth plane transitions
a preprocessing step is necessary. The areas surrounding the disocclusions are not just random regions
of an image. Since disocclusion occurs around edges of depth transition, these areas are composed of
a combination of background and foreground pixels. The disoccluded areas are most likely to resemble
the areas belonging to the background than the foreground. In the previous sections we have shown that
foreground information can be blended with the background in a hierarchical fashion to create a seamless
and natural looking synthesized views. The blur introduced around the edges is due to the fact that both
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Wrapped
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Depth Adaptive Hierarchal Hole Filling

Fig. 9: Block Diagram for DIBR with Depth Adaptive Hierarchal Hole Filling.

background and the foreground pixels are given the same weight in the calculations. Hence, this blur
can be reduced by assigning higher weights to depth values belonging to the background pixels. For this
reason, we introduce the following mapping function:

w[i, j] =

γ
(βmax + δ)
(1 − exp(−|
|).
σ
D[i, j]

(12)

Where w[i, j] is the assigned weight at pixel location [i, j] and D[i, j] is the disparity that can be
expressed in terms of focal length F , camera base line B and depth Z as follows:
D[i, j] =

Fr b
.
Z[i, j]

(13)

The constants γ , σ , and δ are derived as follows:
3
γ = (βcenter ) + βmin
2
4
σ = (βcenter ) + βmin
3
1
δ = (βcenter ) + βmin .
2

(14)
(15)
(16)

In here βmin , βmax and βcenter are respectively the minimum disparity, maximum disparity and the
central disparity. The central disparity is the average of the minimum and maximum disparities.
Fig. 10 shows the plot of weighting coefficients as a function of the a full disparity range [0, 255]. In
practice this range depends on the image itself as the minimum and maximum disparity may vary. The
mapping is not random and all the coefficients in the equations have been chosen to meet the following
constraints:
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Weighting Coefficients Mapping from Disparity for Image Preprocessing
1.2
1.15

Weights w[i,j]

1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8

0

50

100

150
Disparity D[i,j]

200

250

300

Fig. 10: The mapping of disparity range [0, 255] to weighting coefficients for colored image depth
preprocessing.

1) Pixels with low disparity values that are close to the minimum are considered background information and given higher weights. The weights assigned are slightly larger than one by a fraction
as to enhance background. This weight is determined by

γ
σ

which guarantees a small enhancement

to avoid over illumination distortions.
2) Pixels with high disparity values that are close to the maximum are considered foreground and
are given lower weights. However, the weights cannot be too small as this would cause distortions
around holes that are caused by depth map noise.
3) The transition between low and high disparity must be smooth.
Now that we have derived our weighting coefficients for the depth preprocessing; the resulting depth
preprocessed color image Iprep can be expressed in terms of the wrapped image Iwrap as follows:

Iprep [i, j] = w[i, j]Iwrap [i, j].

(17)

A. Hole-filling
For depth adaptive HHF similar steps to original HHF is followed. The starting image now is the
preprocessed image Iprep and at the end the last Fill must be applied to the Iwrap . Hence, the depth
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adaptive HHF will be defined according to the following steps:
•

Step 1: Starting with the preprocessed image Iprep , a sequence of low-passed filtered image sequences
R0 , R1 , ...,RN are produced using a combined Gaussian and zero elimination filtering operation

(Reduce). The number of images and hence Reduce operation needed is image dependent. The image
should be reduced as long as there are visible holes in the image.
•

Step 2: Starting from the hole-free image RN we apply an Expand operation to get a interpolated
image EN −1 of a size equal to RN −1 ’s size.

•

Step 3: Fill in the holes in RN −1 by replacing them by the corresponding pixel in EN −1 . The
resulting HHF image is FN −1 .

•

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 with FN −1 , FN −2 ...F0 now being the starting image.

•

Step 5: Fill in the holes in Iwrap by replacing them by the corresponding pixel in F0 .

Where the Reduce, Expand, and Fill are the same as defined in before.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In our experimental setup we run our simulations on a data set of stereo images and ground truth depth
maps obtained from [25]. We also ran some tests on the ”Ballet” and ”Breakdance” 3D video sequences
from the work in [26]. We compared our hierarchical approaches to three different approaches. The first
approach is Zhang’s work in [27] that involves smoothening the depth map using a symmetric gaussian
filter followed by average filtering of the colored image. The second approach is image inpainting using
Criminisi’s approach [18]. Finally the third approach is inpainting through horizontal interpolation as
proposed by Vazquez et al. in [28].
A. HHF vs Depth Map Smoothing
In Fig. 11 the comparison between Zhang’s approach (Fig. 11a) and DIBR using HHF (Fig. 11b) is
shown. The virtual image yielded by HHF in Fig. 11b has no geometric distortions , in the contrary the
virtual image yielded by the filtering approach has obvious geometric distortions and average filtering is
needed to get rid of the additional holes. Similarly, in Fig.11c and Fig.11e HHF totally eliminates disocclusion without any geometric distortion where as the filtering approach has very noticeable geometric
distortions and some disocclusion.
Another advantage for using HHF over depth map filtering is that HHF is less sensitive to poor depth
map estimation. The results shown in the previous examples were all based on ground truth high accuracy
depth maps [25]. However, in practice depth maps are generated using a stereo matching algorithm. A
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11: (a) Books: DIBR with depth map filtering, Zhang in [27], (notice geometric distortions around
the blue book). (b) Books:DIBR with HHF. (c) Art: DIBR with depth map filtering (notice geometric
distortions around two black pens in the cup). (d) Art: DIBR with HHF.(e) Aloe: DIBR with depth
map filtering (notice geometric distortions around brown bowl). (f) Aloe: DIBR with HHF.
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comprehensive list of stereo matching algorithms and their performance can be found in [29]. The resulting
estimate of the depth map from stereo matching usually suffers from high percentage of bad matching
pixels [30]. Fig. 12 shows the ground truth disparity map (Fig. 12a) and the depth map obtained through
stereo matching algorithm (Fig. 12b). The stereo matching algorithm used in this example is based on
[31].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12: DIBR using depth map with bad pixels from stereo matching: (a) High accuracy ground truth
depth map. (b) Depth map with bad pixels through stereo matching. (c) DIBR with depth map filtering
using map in Fig. 12b. (d) DIBR with HHF using map in Fig. 12b.

In the images of Fig. 12c and Fig. 12d the depth map generated by stereo matching (Fig. 12b) was
used to estimate the virtual views. The image in Fig. 12c is generated using the traditional DIBR scheme
with depth map filtering while the image in Fig. 12d is generated using DIBR with HHF. This result
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shows that instead of removing disocclusions the filtering approach results in visually disturbing artifacts
(i.e., black circles in Fig. 12c). On the other hand, HHF generates a disocclusion free virtual view with
high resolution rendering. Another example is shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13a is the high accuracy ground
truth depth map while Fig. 13b is the depth map obtained by applying stereo matching [31]. Fig. 13c
and Fig. 13d are the rendered images obtained using the depth map in Fig. 13b by applying the filtering
and HHF approaches, respectively. The artifacts are clearly obvious in the filtering approach which is
not the case when using HHF. These results show that, in the contrary to the filtering approach, HHF is
insensitive to high percentages of bad matching pixels in depth maps.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13: DIBR using depth map with bad pixels from stereo matching: (a) High accuracy ground truth
depth map. (b) Depth map with bad pixels through stereo matching. (c) DIBR with depth map filtering
using map in Fig. 13b. (d) DIBR with HHF using depth map in Fig. 13b.
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B. Depth Adaptive HHF

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14: Hole filling comparison: (a) Depth adaptive HHF (b) HHF (c) Zhang’s depth map smoothing
(d) Vazquez’s inpainting through horizontal interpolation.

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 each show four synthesized views after applying hole filling using depth adaptive
HHF, HHF, Zhang’s depth map symmetric filtering and inpainting through Vazquez’s horizontal interpolation. These figures show that inpainting through Vazquez’s horizontal interpolation causes a severe
distortion on the texture of the background. On the other hand, while depth map smoothing seems to
result in a clean image around the edge it causes severe geometric distortions. These distortions can be
seen on left bottom of the pyramid of Fig. 14c and bowing of the leaf in Fig. 15c. The leaf in Fig. 15c
is flatter than the other images indicating that it is geometrically distorted. This distinction can be made
in Fig. 14, where the depth adaptive HHF (Fig. 14a) shows a sharper edges when compared to HHF
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15: Hole filling comparison: (a) Depth adaptive HHF (b) HHF (c) Zhang’s depth map smoothing
(d) Vazquez’s inpainting through horizontal interpolation.

(Fig. 14b). In Fig. 15 the depth adaptive HHF (Fig. 15a) shows a clearer texture reconstruction when
compared to HHF (Fig. 15b).
C. PSNR Analysis Over Stereoscopic Images
Among the seven views in each data set in [25], we tried to synthesize view 0 and view 2 from view 1 by
applying hole filling using depth adaptive HHF, HHF, Zhang’s depth map filtering , Vazquez’s inpainting
through horizontal interpolation and Camprisi’s inpainting. The resulting figures were evaluated by PSNR
and the results are shown in TABLE I. From the results we clearly see that depth adaptive HHF has a
clear advantage over other hole-filling algorithms (up to 2 dB). It also shows that depth adaptive HHF
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slightly outperforms original HHF (0.1 − 0.3dB ).
HHF

Depth Adaptive HHF

Depth Map Smoothing

Horizontal Interpolation

Criminisi’s Inpainting

Aloe2

28.8187

28.7787

27.1348

28.4818

27.9982

Aloe0

28.7325

28.6996

26.5697

27.2957

27.6659

Art2

30.1008

30.1015

26.4695

28.6576

27.9651

Art0

29.0139

29.0157

26.1825

27.1208

27.0351

Books2

29.6837

29.7005

26.6966

27.6899

26.9382

Books0

30.4782

30.4966

27.3164

28.1650

27.1104

Monopoly2

31.6263

31.6339

27.5299

29.7021

28.2041

Monoploy0

32.0440

32.0616

27.2518

28.5628

27.9901

TABLE I: PSNR comparison for various hole filling approaches. Among the seven views in the data set
for Aloe, Art, Books, and Monopoly in [25], we synthesized view 0 and view 2 from view 1.

D. Performance Analysis Over Stereoscopic Videos
In Fig. 16 we show a frame as the result of applying five different hole-filling algorithms on the
”Ballet” video sequence. The image of Fig. 16a is the frame right after 3D wrapping with no hole-filling
applied. The image of Fig. 16b shows the same frame where the holes were filled using the Zhang’s
depth map filtering approach. The resulting image suffers from several geometric distortions which are
spatially visible and would temporally be a source of visual discomfort. Fig. 16c on the other hand shows
the frame where the holes were filled using the inpainting through horizontal interpolation approach
[28]. Horizontal interpolation has very obvious distortions which are temporally and spatially visible
in terms of significant intensity changes and severe flickering annoyance. Hole-filling using Criminisi’s
image inpainting approach is shown in Fig. 16d, the resulting frame obviously suffers from significant
distortions with sever temporal flickering. Beside the poor quality, another disadvantage of using image
inpainting techniques is the processing speed. It takes an average of 30 minutes to process a single frame
with a resolution of 1024 × 768 using MATLAB on a PC with 3.0GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU and
3.25GB of RAM. In comparison it takes an average of 2.3 seconds for Zhang’s approach, 1.92 seconds

for Vazquez’s approach, 4.89 seconds for HHF, 5.52 seconds for depth adaptive HHF. The images of
Fig. 16e and Fig. 16f shows the hole-filling using HHF and depth adaptive HHF. In both examples
HHF totally eliminates disocclusion without any geometric distortion where as the other approaches have
very noticeable geometric distortions and some disocclusion. While HHF removes disocclusion, blur is
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 16: Hole filling comparison for a frame of the ”Ballet” video sequece: (a) DIBR before hole-filling (b)
Hole-filling with Zhang’s depth map smoothing (c) Hole-filling with Vazquez’s horizontal interpolation
inpainting (d) Hole-filling with Criminisi’s inpainting approach(e) Hole-filling with HHF (f) Hole-filling
with depth adaptive HHF.

introduced around the previously disoccluded areas. These blurs are reduced in the example of depth
adaptive HHF. Our subjective testing that have been conducted over a Mitsubishi 65-inch 1080p DLP
rear projection high definition 3DTV with 3D vision toolkit from Nvidia have shown that these blurs
are not visible as these areas will be overshadowed by the surroundings which happens to be of high
resolution. In addition to the fact that there is temporal consistency in our both hierarchical approaches
thus eliminating the flickering in the resulting videos. The geometric distortions introduced by filtering
and inpainting approaches on the other hand are spatially visible in from of significant intensity changes
and temporally visible in form of severe flickering.
Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b show the PSNR comparison results for the ”Ballet” and ”Breakdance” sequences
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Fig. 17: PSNR and SSIM comparison for a the ”Ballet” and ”Breakdance” video sequences: (a)
PSNR for ”Ballet” (b) PSNR for ”Breakdance” (c) SSIM for ”Ballet” (d) SSIM for ”Breakdance” .
The approaches being compared are Zhang’s depth map filtering, Vazquez’s horizontal interpolation,
Criminisi’s inpainting, HHF and depth adaptive HHF.
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respectively. The curves of HHF method and depth adaptive HHF are always superior to those of other
methods with a gain of (0.9 − 2.0dB ). Similarly Fig. 17c and Fig. 17d show the structural similarity
(SSIM) [32] comparison for the ”Ballet” and ”Breakdance” sequences respectively. The results in here
also show a significant gain in the frames with the hole-filling using HHF and depth adaptive HHF. Both
PSNR and SSIM are not ideal measures for fidelity in stereoscopic 3D video evaluation. Nevertheless,
the results show the advantage of our algorithm in disocclusion restoration.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented two hierarchical algorithms for disocclusion recovery of multi-view images
in a DIBR system. The disocclusion after 3D warpping image is restored with a lower resolution
estimates of the 3D wrapped image. Producing the lower resolution estimates involve pyramid-like
approach to estimate the hole pixels from the 3D wrapped image. The lower resolution estimatation
involves a pseudo zero canceling plus Gaussian filtering of the wrapped image. The depth adaptive HHF
incorporates the depth information to produce a higher resolution rendering around previously occluded
areas. Experimental results show that HHF and depth adaptive HHF have an advantage in artifact reduction
on the object boundary. Compared with depth filtering and inpainting methods, our method has no
geometrical distortions and does not suffer from the annoying temporal flickering. Objective results have
also shown that our hierarchical approaches result in a significant gain in hole-filling using both HHF
and depth adaptive HHF.
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